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RFMW Ltd., Acquires Axomic Pte Ltd
6/2/2014 – San Jose, California: RFMW Ltd., a specialized distributor providing

customers and suppliers with focused distribution of RF and microwave components as well as
specialized component-engineering support, today announced the acquisition of Axomic Pte
Ltd, a specialized RF & Microwave component supplier for Southeast Asian customers. The
agreement increases RFMW’s global footprint and enhances their corporate standing as an RF
focused, technically proficient distribution organization catering to both highly technical and
focused customers and suppliers.
Lip Khoon Tang, President and CEO of Axomic Pte Ltd said, “RFMW has a proven track record of
providing leading edge technology from the top suppliers in the RF industry. Their technically
adept sales force and product management team provides outstanding customer support.
We’re proud to become part of this organization and add our talent to their global resources”
“We’ve followed the growth of Axomic for quite a while” stated Joel Levine, President and CEO
of RFMW, Ltd. “We appreciate their focus on customer service, supplier relationships, and
business strategy. The fact that their company’s mission and philosophy closely match that of
RFMW made the acquisition an easy decision.” Mr. Levine went on to say “over the next few
months, we’ll be integrating Axomic into the RFMW network. Our goal is providing the best
tools and highest level of support during their transition to become RFMW Asia.”
About Axomic
Axomic Pte Ltd services customers in ASEAN with products from specialized RF&MW
component manufacturers who have a need to utilize a technical sales and marketing approach
combined with premier customer service in the form of a time and place utility.
About RFMW
RFMW Ltd. is a specialty electronics distribution company focused exclusively on serving
customers that require RF and microwave components and semiconductors, as well as
component engineering support. The company continues to expand its list of products from
selective suppliers with RF/microwave expertise. RFMW deploys a highly experienced,
technically skilled team to assist customers with component selection and fulfillment.
To learn more about RFMW, visit their Website at www.rfmw.com, or call us at
1.877.FOR.RFMW (367-7369), or via e-mail at info@rfmw.com.

